
 

SCRIBE REPORT  

RUN 1893 
Saturday 21st January 2023 

JC, Bluey, Murkury, Dr. Fucking Jekyll,  

Patong – 50 Pee Road  
 

 

       

   

 Phuket Hashers 96, Virgins 5, Visitors 16, Visiting Hashers 2 

 

Gung Hay Fat Choy 

 
 

The Pre-Run 

Laager site had a wonderful bird’s eye view over Patong and as we had virtually gone all the way up 50 Pee 

Road I jokingly said at least there won’t be much of a climb today – how wrong can you be!!  

 

The Run and Hares 

Hares again this week were the Geriatric Four JC, Bluey, Dr. Fucking Jekyll and Murkury.  Last week we 

were informed it would be a flat run. No mention of anything like that this week but pretty obvious it will be 

more hilly than flat.  Minimal pre-run instructions other than runners are on multi-colour paper and some 

mumbling about ‘should we mention the land slip – you’ll be OK if you stay on paper’.  Peanut was selected 

as this week’s Hash Horn. 
 

Walkers were told to wait behind for their instructions – runners were pointed in a direction to go and find 

paper - this we did and were soon making our way up hill which appeared to go on and on for some 

considerable time.  We did eventually reach the top of something via a series of tracks, bits of concrete etc. 

It was then down into the jungle picking our way as we went – we did reach the aforementioned land slip 

and grimly held onto the paper to avoid going down into the abyss. I do remember passing a walkers short 

cut at some point but our trail continued ever downward. We did keep hearing the horn - sometimes very 



close and then much further away – did get the impression the Horn may not be following the trail we were 

on.  As quite a bit of time had passed and still we were going down we did reach a point where there was no 

sign of the multi-colour and also no pink paper.  Options were to follow a path going down and another 

going left and potentially upward.  My inner twat-nav (thanks to Takes it All In for the descriptor) suggested 

to me we were way below the Laager site so decided to opt for the path exit left. We did eventually find the 

trail and started the mighty ascent upward. By this time the Horn was now behind us and we eventually met 

the incoming trail of the walkers.  We carried on with the ascent and were finally blessed with the welcoming 

sight of the Laager.  For others it took quite a lot longer and Lesser Dipshit  was never seen again 

apparently 

 

The Circle 

GM started the circle by calling in the Hares and the Hash horn for a drink and thanked them for their 

efforts.  Some deliberations as to whether  the Horn was actually on the Walk for some of the time and lots 

of pink paper spreading. 

 

Lucky Lek  was there in person to do Annoumen.   1900th Run on Coconut Island on 18th March. Hash will 

be selling cut price Life Jackets!! 

Bike Hash by Wilma.  Parading the Hash Committee. 

Jaws and Invisble Man were called in to list the Virgins of which all 5 were present for the baptism. IM was 

nowhere to be seen. 

Visiting Hashers  – Two visitors from the Taiwan Hash formerly known as the China Hash – Cunt of the 

Litter and Jam Rag. 

Hash Naming -  Lucky Stroke  who is using the Hash as part of his recovery programme – good luck to 

LS. 

 

Hash Shirts   -      Why Not Me  – 50 runs 

-  Cripple Triple – 100 runs 

-  Bluey  -  25 hares 

 

Steward Spot -  Key Hole was the Steward this week – lots of jokes – oldies but goodies but even more 

importantly “it’s the way he tells them”.  He is also a Hasher of great intellect – got the Scribes in for a down 

down for services rendered.  Fantastic spot Key Hole.  Well that’s what he told me to say!! 

 

Run Offences etc 

Lots of run offences of various types centered around smoking in the circle, baby head wetting, tattooing, 

tandem falling down in front of the GM, spreading pink paper with gay abandon, turtle presentations , 

misdirection due to not knowing which week we were on, toe breaking bla bla bla 

Promoters were Wilma, GM, JC, Dr Fucking Jekyll, Fungus, Piss Drinker, Fungus   Offensive ones were 

Faggot Fucker, Not Long Enough, Creature, Joxy Moron, Manneking Pis,Train Spotter etc. etc. 

 

Joxy Moron led proceedings for the Hashit.  A Good Run was offered by Joxy and everybody was in 

agreement.  Even better Tootsie  was there to receive the Hashit. 

GM declared the circle closed. 

 

Slightly delayed issue of the report – will try harder next week. 

 

On On! 

Sweaty Bollox 

Secondary Sous Scribe 

 www.phuket-hhh.com 

http://www.phuket-hhh.com/

